Summit 2 End It Colorado

January 7, 2013

Colorado Convention Center, Denver
Klein Frank Foundation
We want to bring talented, solution minded people together to end
Human Trafficking in Colorado. We are in this 2 end it.

PARTNERS
Summit 2 End It Colorado
Colorado Trial Lawyers
CTLA has been a strong partner with our Foundation - lending its expertise in helping
people who have suffered life altering harms. Founded in 1953, the Colorado Trial
Lawyers Association is the state’s largest specialty bar association. CTLA is comprised
of Colorado attorneys who are committed to the protection and advancement of
individual rights and the advancement of trial advocacy skills, high ethical standards
and professionalism in the ongoing effort to preserve and improve the American system
of jurisprudence. The Staff of CTLA have tirelessly and generously provided logistical
support. Thank you for caring CTLA!

Holly Bennett, Attorney
Holly Bennett is Deputy Director of The Colorado Trial Lawyers
Association. She has spent her adult life working or volunteering
for nonprofits, specializing in progressive causes. Helping
Assisting the Klein Frank Foundation get started is her way to
help combat 21st Century slavery.

Bomber Web Development
The professionals at Bomber Web Development are masters at
creating beautiful and effective websites and branding. When we
called they dropped everything to be a part of this project. Their
results speak for themselves.

Ambajam and the Cuddle Project
My inspiration for donating blankets to survivors of Human Trafficking is that, as the
founder/owner of Ambajam, I am devoted to making a difference by touching lives one
blanket at a time. I have taken great care to create a blanket that is soft, warm, brings
comfort and that people can cuddle up in. From my limited exposure to the world
of Human Trafficking, I understand that survivors need comfort and understanding. A
way I feel I can give back is to provide comfort through the warmth and safety of the
AMBAJAM blankets. For those filled with pain, uncertainty or far away from home, the
Ambajam blanket provides the soft, warm reassurance of a cuddle. It is my hope that
when a person receives this blanket and wraps it around themselves, they will feel loved
in that moment.
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WELCOME
WELCOME to the inaugural Summit 2 End It. The Klein Frank Foundation
is honored to host the Summit to End It: Ending Human Trafficking in Colorado.
We have brought together inspiring leaders in the fields of education, medicine,
government and law from around the country to share their experiences and
develop a plan of action to end human trafficking in Colorado.
This is not a Summit just to hear that human trafficking exists and that it
exists within the borders of Colorado. This Summit is to learn what has worked in
Colorado, elsewhere around the country, will explore what has worked in Colorado
and around the world. This Summit will explain what resources we have in Colorado
and what we need. This Summit is to develop the solution to the problem and to
join together to end human trafficking and the destruction that it causes.
At the Summit, you will hear from talented, solution minded people who have
traveled from near and far to share their successes, their solutions and their ideas.
You will also hear about the trafficking victims who have been rescued; their stories
are powerful.
The Klein Frank Foundation was developed to create a brickless community
actively and effectively working toward an end to human trafficking. We believe
that every day is an opportunity to inspire and be inspired to end this crime. The
Klein Frank Foundation, throughout this Summit and afterwards, endeavors to
connect the innovative, talented and solution minded people in Colorado who want
to see Human Trafficking end. The Summit will inform us of the depth of human
trafficking in Colorado and by extension, the United States. Today, we will have
the opportunity to create lasting relationships in this community of social change
makers and government and to engage with this diverse community, working on
specific issues, and recognizing successes, innovations and measures. One goal
of the Klein Frank Foundation is to ensure that every dollar is spent wisely and
effectively with ending human trafficking as the only objective.
We know that any solution to social problems lies in the skills, creativity,
and efforts of people committed to change. We are here to provide leadership
opportunity, partnership, and technological platforms to end human trafficking. We
know that there are many against us. But together, we can fight this crime and end
human trafficking in Colorado.
We are in this 2 end it. Join us.
The Klein Frank Foundation

Ending Human Trafficking in Colorado

CONTACTS
ENDING HUMAN TRAFFICKING IN COLORADO

Colorado Convention Center
700 14th Street • Denver, CO 80202
http://denverconvention.com

KLEIN FRANK FOUNDATION

1909 26th Street, Suite 1C
Boulder, CO 80302 • 303-448-8884
www.init2endit.com

MEETING ROOM LEVEL
Summit being held in rooms:
601-607

AREA HOTELS

Grand Hyatt Denver
1750 Welton Street • Denver, CO 80202
(303) 295-1234

AREA RESTAURANTS

Hyatt Regency Denver at the Convention Center
650 15th Street • Denver, CO 80202
(303) 436-1234

Starbucks
1405 Curtis Street

Chipotle Mexican Grill
1600 Californian

Anthony’s Pizza and Pasta
1550 California

Starbucks
700 16th Street

Jamba Juice
701 16th Street

Jimmy Johns Sandwiches
622 16th Street

Row 14 Bistro & Wine Bar
891 14th Street #100

Pi Kitchen & Bar
1400 Welton

Jason’s Deli
706 16th Street

Altitudes
Hyatt Regency Denver
650 15th Street

Bubba Gump Shrimp Co.
1437 California

MAD Greens Restaurant
1600 Stout Street
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AGENDA
8:00 – 8:45 AM ...........................Doors Open - Registration – Security Check
8:45 – 9:00 AM ...................................Welcome from Klein Frank Foundation
9:00 – 10:00 AM ..........................Education, Prevention and Empowerment
In Colorado there is no curriculum in schools to make children aware of
trafficking and to help them from staying out of danger. This discussion will
focus on what options are available to schools, PTAs, youth groups, and faith
based organizations to increase safety and awareness for Colorado kids. This
segment will also identify resources for educators to identify potential students
at risk and where to go for help.
Dr. Larry Feldman, Vice Chair School Board. Miami-Dade County Public Schools.
Miami-Dade was very pro-active in getting programs in place to responsibly
educate kids, parents, and teachers on the issues.
http://studentservices.dadeschools.net/HTAC/index.asp
Rachel Durchslag, Executive Director of the Chicago Alliance Against Sexual
Exploitation. http://caase.org/meet-the-staff Ms. Durchslag has developed many
training programs, including a vital program to empower boys about healthy
relationships. http://caase.org/prevention
Amy Collins, Prevention Education Coordinator, Sexual Assault Resource Center
SARC) in Portland, Oregon. SARC offers full-time Education Coordinator who
is committed to providing a comprehensive sexual assault prevention
curriculum within the middle and high schools, alternative schools, youth
groups and activity centers. www.sarcoregon.org.
Brad Riley, I-Empathize, Boulder, Colorado. http://iempathize.org/empower
empower-teens/ I-Empathize offers empowerment training in Colorado high
schools and universities.
Pamela M. Anderson, Ph.D., Senior Research Associate, ETR Associates
(Education, Training & Research), Ms. Anderson has completed a study
concerning the normalization of pimp behavior in teen relationships.

10:00 to 10:15 AM ......................................................................................... Break
10:15 – 11:15 AM ..........................Law, Legislation, and the Justice System
There is a widespread belief that there are no anti-human trafficking laws
in Colorado or that the laws are ineffective. Colorado has only had
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AGENDA
one successful prosecution for human trafficking under specific
trafficking law, but the number of Grand Jury indictments are increasing. Denver
eliminated their diversion programs, and the Johns School no longer exists.
Many prosecutors do not emphasize these crimes, and cases are dismissed
or not prosecuted due to issues with victims. Colorado has enacted HT laws,
including law to generate revenue from John arrests However, barriers exist:
lack of funding for police, lack of use of the fining structure at the county level,
and lack of funding for a $30,000 fiscal note to implement the state fund for
police and rescue operations. This segment will address the background of law
and what is needed to successfully deal with this crime in the justice system.
Michael Holtby, LCSW, BCD. Mr. Holtby was the therapist who treated the men
who participated in John School diversion programs. He has conducted a
study to determine common characteristics and traits of Johns and how
to reduce demand by addressing the issues rather than engaging in blanket
demonization. Participants will be surprised to learn about the issues that lead
men to buy sex and what can be done to reduce demand.
Justin Fitzsimmons, Senior Attorney with NDAA’s National Center for Prosecution
of Child Abuse in Alexandria, Virginia. Mr. Fitzsimmons organizes three national
conferences a year about online crimes against children: Unsafe Havens I,
Unsafe Havens II and Safety Net. Unsafe Havens I is an intermediate course
designed to facilitate prosecutors understanding of complex issues in cases
of technology facilitated crimes against children and is offered in locations
across the country. Unsafe Havens II, an advanced trial advocacy course, takes
place at the National Advocacy Center in Columbia, South Carolina. Safety
Net trains multidisciplinary teams who investigate online crimes against
children. Additionally, Mr. Fitzsimmons also provides training at other events
pertaining to online crimes against children as well as other sexual and
physical abuse crimes against children.
Senator Brandon Shaffer, President of the Colorado Senate. President Shaffer
will provide a complete summary of the legislation in Colorado. He will also
discuss the difficulty of legislation against internet sales based upon
Congressional grants of immunity to Internet Service Providers.
Janet Drake, Assistant Attorney General, Colorado. Ms. Drake is the lead
prosecutor on all HT cases in Colorado. She will discuss the issues with the
current law, what prosecutors need, why cases are dismissed, and constitutional
and evidentiary issues involved in the prosecution of HT cases. She will address
the issue of whether it is more productive to charge and prosecute human trafficking
under classic crimes such as battery, kidnapping, sexual assault or organized crime.

11:15 – 12:15 PM ...................Medicine and the Human Trafficking Victim
Ending Human Trafficking in Colorado
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All health care providers are mandatory reporters for suspected human
trafficking victims under Colorado law, but in Colorado there has been no
systemized training or support for physicians to identify the population and the
reporting requirements. Dr. Chaffee and Dr. Crane have successfully implemented
protocols and will explain what they have done in their states.
Tonya Chaffee, MD, MPH Associate Clinical Professor, University of California
San Francisco, Dept. of Pediatrics Director Teen and Young Adult HealthCenter
and Medical Director CASARC San Francisco General Hospital
http://blogs.kqed.org/newsfix/2012/09/19/exploited-boys-in-sf-disappear-from-view/
Patricia A. Crane, PhD, MSN, RN, WHNP-BC, DF-IAFN, Associate Professor,
School of Nursing, University of Texas Medical Branch Galvesto
http://son.utmb.edu/faculty/crane.asp

12:15 – 1:00 PM ....................................................................Lunch on Your Own

(see Information section for local restaurants)

1:00 – 2:30 PM ....................Population Identification Issues and Language
and Police Operations

This is the most sought after information for the Summit. Participants will
learn the ways that victims of human trafficking are identified - from behaviors
to the ways that pimps brand their “property.” Participants will learn how to
identify a victim of HT and exactly what to do if they identify a victim. We will
also discuss the fact that Colorado had a state wide hotline (in addition to the
National hotline organized by Polaris) but the funding for the Colorado hotline
was lost. The Summit will look for ways for Colorado to develop a long term
strategy to connect the victims to help.
We have a bare bones police operation in Colorado that is funded by a
Department Of Justice grant and a donation from the Wyss foundation. That
money runs out one year from now. The Klein Frank Foundation is raising
money for police operation grants, but Colorado needs a real long term solution.
Amber McDonald, LSW. Ms. McDonald is the top forensic interviewer and
Program Director of Blue Sky Bridge, a child and family advocacy center in
Boulder. Blue Sky Bridge’s mission is to make the community safer for all
children and families through intervention, education and advocacy.
Ann Darr, FBI Victim Specialist. Ms. Darr will present the “boots on the ground”
point of view of rescuing victims of HT from the streets of Colorado.
Becky Owens Bullard, Project Coordinator | Special Programs Unit. Ms. Bullard
was the national trainer for Polaris and she worked with the national hotline.
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She knows from reviewing thousands of calls what to look for and what to do.
She has ideas on a successful hotline systems – what works; what fails.
Sgt. Dan Steele, Supervisor of Innocence Lost Task Force. Sgt. Steele knows
the numbers, the stories, and will explain the needs of the Task Force to provide
continued success.
Chris Baughman, Las Vegas Anti-Human Trafficking Units. Officer Baughman will
discuss the assets and the team that works on anti-human trafficking in Las Vegas.

2:30 - 2:45 PM ................................................................................................... Break
2:45- 3:45 PM ..........National & Global Responses & Structures that Work
What ideas can Colorado gather from international organizations and the US
Government?
Linda K Dixon, Program Manager, U.S. Department of Defense’s Combating
Trafficking in Persons (CTIP). Ms. Dixon has testified on a number of occasions
before congressional committees about DoD’s CTIP program. Ms. Dixon is
developing training modules that are based on realistic, military-related TIP
scenarios. She is working with the Office of the Secretary of Defense for
Acquisition Technology and Logistics to implement a Strategic Plan for
monitoring and enforcing contractor compliance with TIP laws and
regulations. She is working to include TIP in DoD post conflict, humanitarian
aid and Peacekeeping and Stability Operations. Ms. Dixon’s last duty assignment
within the military was with the Department of Defense Office of the Inspector
General (IG) as a Senior Program Analyst within the Inspections and Evaluations
Directorate. During her tenure as an IG, Ms. Dixon assisted DoD with initiatives
to combat trafficking in persons. She led an IG team on a worldwide evaluation
of the DoD efforts to combat trafficking in persons. http://ctip.defense.gov/
Rene Wright, International Justice Mission (fmr) will discuss building partnerships,
getting traction, and creating international legal systems where the rule of law is
established through transformation.

3:45 - 5:00 PM ........................................................................Requests for ACTION
Problem Solver Sign Up, Community Planning, Goal Setting, Who will Lead, and
What is Next
Kevin Cullen
http://www.leaderacg.com/about-us
Beth Klein
http://www.lawcolorado.net/community/about_us/beth_klein_attorney_biography
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CO - HOSTS
Beth Klein witnessed human trafficking first hand
when her grandfather that she only met once bought
a 19 year old mail order bride. Beth was 19. She
witnessed children being sold in Costa Rica and
knew that something had to be done. In response, she
served on international anti-slavery boards, helped
write laws for nations and states, and she assisted
other foundations to create national strategies and
initiatives. She brings a wealth of knowledge about
the world-wide response to the issue of human
trafficking - both successes and failures. She was awarded the 21 Leader Award for
the 21st Century by Women’s E News for being an advocate for the enslaved. More
Magazine in its May 2011 edition named her as one of the 50 Women You Want
on Your Side along with Oprah Winfrey, Hillary Clinton and Michelle Obama. She
received the 2011 Georgia Imhoff Philanthropy Activism Award and the Denver
Rescue Mission named her as one of the Women Who Changed the Heart of the
City of Denver in 2012. She was named as one of the Top 500 Lawyers in the United
States by Law Dragon and has been rated as a Colorado Super Lawyer since its
inception, often being voted as one of the top 100 lawyers in Colorado.
Carrie Frank began her professional life as a social
worker. Armed with a master’s degree, she worked with
children and teens who had been abused by friends,
relatives and strangers in New York and Colorado.
After returning to school, Carrie obtained her law
degree. Carrie has consistently been recognized
as a leading attorney in her field, being voted a
SuperLawyer by her peers since 2009, rated as one of
the top 3000 attorneys by LawDragon for many years,
and has also been included in The Best Lawyers In
America in 2012 and 2013. Carrie is a sought after speaker and she teaches and
speaks on national and local levels for many organizations where she teaches trial
and communication skills to other attorneys. She brings critical expertise in boots
on the ground practices.
Carrie and Beth met in 1986 at the University of Denver College of law. They
successfully worked for decades as trial attorneys helping critically injured people
rebuild their lives. Together, they bring a vast knowledge of law, courtroom skills,
and teaching ability to the issue - but they know that in order to solve this issue, a
broad skill and commitment base is necessary.
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MODERATORS
Shaun Boyd

News Reporter at CBS News Corporation’s Denver Television Station, KCNC
Shaun Boyd is an award winning news reporter with more than 20 years of
experience. As KCNC’s political specialist she has covered the Colorado
legislature and numerous state and federal election campaigns. She
meticulously fact-checked the claims of dozens of political ads during the 2012
election cycle and has conducted hard-hitting one-on-one interviews with
President Obama and challenger Mitt Romney. She has also covered some of
Colorado’s biggest stories including the Columbine shootings, the University of
Colorado football recruiting scandal, the Prof. Ward Churchill controversy and
the JonBenet Ramsey murder investigation.

Dominic Dezzutti

Director of Production, Colorado Public Television (PBS Channel 12)
Dominic Dezzutti is the Producer of Channel 12’s Emmy Award winning signature
series, “Colorado Inside Out,” a weekly roundtable discussion program, and the
Executive Producer of Studio 12, Channel 12’s Emmy Award winning weekly
live call-in program. As head of the production department at Colorado Public
Television (PBS Channel 12), Dominic oversees staff and independent producers
responsible for producing four weekly public affairs programs. Dominic also
serves as an on-air host and debate moderator during political election cycles
and writes a popular political blog for CBS 4 News.

Raj Chohan

Attorney and Television Host
Raj Chohan is an attorney and recovering journalist. He practices law at the
Denver offices of Baker Hostetler. Formerly, he was an award winning news
reporter at CBS News Corporation’s Denver television station KCNC where he
spent more than a decade covering politics, crime and breaking news. Raj
also hosts and moderates Colorado Public Television’s (PBS Channel 12) Emmy
Award winning discussion series “Colorado Inside Out.”
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SUCCESS STORIES
Broken Bridges

2-1-11

“At some point in my life, each and everyone of you
tried to help me do right and re-direct my life. But all I
did was deny, causing you all to cry. My decisions were
major, come to realize the effects much later. Worrysum
hearts were left in the dark, burning and breaking my
bridges apart. Day by day, slowly losing hope, dimming
my light and shortening my rope. Til I finally reached
its end and there was nothing left to do but mend. So
I’m taking that step, not only to change, and though it
may seem strange, let me explain. I’ve learned the truth
and been expressed the good news, that I have a man
whose love for me is true. He sits on a throne and with
a soft gentle tone, he whispered in my ear, the words I
so desperatly needed to hear, to open my eyes and truly
re-direct my life, to brighten my light so I can ignite.
I’m ready to use my full potential and take advantage
of this reviving renewal. This spiritual reawakening,
that’s handing me so much for the taking. Comfort
by his staff and rod, leading me to a deeper walk with
God. He’s helped me escape my fear, with the knowing
his presence is always near. No more worries, no more
concerns, I’ve sacrificed my dreams for something much
greater to earn. I’m sure you may not understand, for I
have surrendered my future into the palm of my saviors
right hand, in knowing my will shall cause me only to
fail, therefore living his word theres no chance to fail.
So I thank you all for never losing faith in me, and never
giving up, nor forsaken me.”

Used and abused, mistreated and confused
No one left to accuse, nothing left to lose
Scared straight, beat and raped
Is this my fate, no reason to debate
I guess ill find out soon enough
What the reason of all this was
I’ll make is thru, til my day is due
To leave this hell and come home to you
I know you’ve got a plan; and thru it strong ill stand
By my side you’ll stay, thru thick n thin, night n day
Just got to keep my faith, keep standing tall,
Never hang my head, and try not to fall
Fall back into temptation, where evil lies
And theres no salvation
With my hope as high as your glorious sky,
And my faith as strong as the words on your tongue
There’s no mountain I cant climb
And no obstacle I can’t overcome
Lord you’ve wiped my tears, helped me overcome
my fears
Showed me the light and guided me to do right
So now I speak with no hesitation,
The truth, and the word of your salvation

What is the purpose of my life…what have I been put here to do? What is the meaning to this everyday struggle
I’m constantly going through. The hurt and the pain, this unjust game. Played and humiliated, put to shame. I walk
down the street and feel as if everyone knows, what I’m out here for, what he says goes. Just trying to survive, make
it through another night, struggling to fight to stay alive, hoping and praying God makes it alright. Please Lord take
me off these streets, heal me tonight, give me something to eat. Starving with a hunger that can’t be filled, with
the materialistic dreams he feeds with such skill. So many emotions, so many Trojans, what is the reason that I’ve
been chosen? I feel of no worth, like the stomped on dirt; Everyday men ripping off my skirt; taking advantage
because they paid first. On to the next on, as if it was no thing. Lost my innocence to something disgusting; Nothing
gained; Everything lost, my heart locked up after that line was crossed. Shattered and broken, I almost hope in
seeing that day when the heavens will open. Shedding the light to a whole new life. I’m ready to do right, and fight
the good fight. On to the road of redemption, my turn to pay it forward with no hesitation. I’ll always stay strong,
for I’ve realized there’s truly a reason its taken so long. Every trial and tribulation was set on my path, to strengthen
my faith and escape God’s wrath. To build my endurance, give me the courage to persevere, re-open my heart, and
escape my fear. To become wise yet humble, to get back up when I stumble. I do have a purpose, I’ve been given a
power, to make a difference, as I finally open up, and bloom like a flower. I am worth much more than the stomped
on dirt, no more men ripping off my skirt. I’ve got a future of accomplishment and success, in everything I do…I’m
going to be the BEST!
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